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A MODE TRANSDUCER TO SEPARATE THE T E
^ q AND T E 2 q MOOES
PROPAGATING UN MULTITUDE WAVEGUIDE AND COUPLE THE POWER
FROM EACH UNTO SINGLE MODE WAVEGUIDES IS DESCRIBED, THE
CONSTRUCTION OF AN EXPERIMENTAL MODEL IS SHOWN AND DATA
ON ITS PERFORMANCE GIVEN, THE CAfPASllLU Tl) ES OF THIS TYPE
OF MODE TRANSDUCER ARE DISCUSSED AND MODIFICATIONS TO
GIVE IMPROVED PERFORMANCE ARE SUGGESTED,,
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Investigation of the scattering by a slot in a mult i mode
waveguide required the development of a specialized micro-
wave bridge 1 for taking experimental data. the requirement
for a better mode transducer for use in this bridge
initiated the project described in this paper.
When two or more modes may propagate in the same wave-
guide, IT IS NOT EASY TO DETERMINE BY MEASUREMENT THE
AMPLITUDE AND PHASE OF EACH. THE DIFFICULTIES ARE MAINLY
PRACTICAL ONES, WHICH WOULD NOT ARISE IF THE EXPERIMENTER
HAD AT HIS DISPOSAL INFINITESIMAL PROBES THAT COULD BE
MOVED ABOUT WITHIN THE GUIDE AT WILL WITHOUT DISTURBING
THE EXISTING F I ELDS
.
THE SLOTTED- LINE TECHNIQUE IS NOT APPLICABLE FOR IT
IS IMPOSSIBLE TO CUT A SLOT IN THE MULT8MODE GUIDE THAT
WILL BE EVERYWHERE PARALLEL TO THE LINES OF CURRENT FLOW
IN EACH OF THE TWO MODES AND WILL THEREFORE SERIOUSLY
DISTURB THE FIELD OF NEITHER.
THE METHOD OF MEASURING THE FIELDS IN THE MULTOMODE
WAVEGUIDE THAT WAS ADOPTED CONSISTED OF FIRST TRANSFORM-
ING THE POWER IN THE T E 2 M00E FROM THE MULT I) MODE WAVEGUIDE
TO TE^q IN SINGLE MODE GUIDE AND SIMILARLY TRANSFORMING
THE T£ 1Q POWER IN THE MULT8MODE GUIDE TO T£ 1Q IN ANOTHER
SINGLE MODE GUIDE. THE PHASE AND AMPLITUDE OF THE FIELDS
*Capt. Ralph L. Lary, USMC, A Microwave Bridge for the
Accurate Measurement of Scattering Matrices Generated by
Obstacles in Multimode Waveguide* ILS.N.P.S. Thesis, 1862

PROPAGATING IN THE SINGLE MODE WAVEGUIDES CAN NOW BE
MEASURED AND SERVE TO INDICATE THE FIELDS EXISTING IN THE
MULTIMODE WAVEGUIDE. THE DEVICE USED TO AFFECT THIS
TRANSORM AT I ON IS A MODE TRANSDUCER.
Single mode waveguide
terminal coupling into
T£ 2 q MODE









An ideal mode transducer will be defined to have the
following properties:
a. it should present a perfect match to power enter-
ing either of the single mode ports when the multimode
port is terminated in a multimode matched load (matched
for both modes). also there should be no reflection of
EITHER THE TE^q OR THE TE 2 ENERGY ENTERING THE MULTIMODE
PORT WHEN THE SINGLE MODE PORTS ARE TERMINATED IN MATCHED
LOADS.
b. There should be no coupling between modes. TE 10
ENTERING THE MULTIMODE PORT SHOULD NOT BE REFLECTED AS
TE 2 °OT OF THE MULTIMODE PORT OR TRANSMITTED THROUGH THE
TE 2 SINGLE MODE PORT. ^^20 ENTERING THE MULTIMODE PORT
2

SHOULD NOT BE REFLECTED AS TEj^q ° u T OF THE MULTIMODE PORT
OR TRANSMITTED THROUGH THE Tt^g SINGLE MODE PORT. S II M J L A R L Y
ENERGY ENTERING ESTHER OF THE SINGLE MODE PORTS SHOULD BE
CONVERTED ENTIRELY TO THE DESIRED MODE »N THE MULTIMODE
WA VEG U I DE,
THE PERFORMANCE OF A MICROWAVE MODE TRANSDUCER CAN BE
SPECIFIED BY THE DEGREE TO WHICH THESE TWO PARAMETERS,
MATCH AND ISOLATION, ARE OBTAINED.

2 . Representation of a Mode Transducer by the Scattering
Matrix
a mode transducer can be viewed as a junction of four
waveguides. two of the junctions are the single mode
waveguide ports and the other two ports represent the two
propagating modes possible in the multomode waveguide.
Figure 2 depicts the mode transducer as a junction of four






Terminal number one represents the single mode wave-
guide PORT THAT COUPLES INTO THE TE2O MODE IN THE MULTIMODE
WAVEGU IDE.
Terminal number two represents the TE20 mode in the
mult i mode guide.
Terminal number three represents the single mode wave-
guide PORT THAT COUPLES INTO THE TE^q MODE IN THE MULTIMODE
GUIDE.
Terminal number four represents the TE 10 mode in the
MULTIMODE GUIDE.

A C0MH5 U D I C R I P T I N OF 111 MtLDS W8THBN THE. DBS-
CONTINUITY REGION OF THE JUNCTION;, J* WOULD REQUIRE, IN
ADDITION TO THE DOMINANT PROPAGATING MODES, AN INFINITY
OF NON-PROPAGATING MODES- T H I S COMPLICATION IN THE FIELD
DESCRIPTION THAT EXISTS AT THE JUNCTION CAN BE AVOIDED BY
LOOKING ONLY AT THE DOMINANT MODES AT TERMINAL PLANES T
i
THROUGH T 4 LOCATED SUFFICIENTLY DISTANT FROM THE JUNCTION
SO THAT THE N N - P R P A G A T I N G HIGHER-ORDER MODES HAVE VANISH-
ED . N THE SCATTERING TYPE OF REPRESENTATION THE FIELDS
ARE DESCRIbED BY THE AMPLITUDES OF THE INCIDENT AND
REFLECTED WAVES AT EACH OF THE TERMINAL PLANES. FOR A TE
MODE THE FIELDS AT THE TERMINAL PLANE Tj (ZsZj) ARE GIVEN
by:/i/









WHERE ^ . AND jL^ ARE VECTOR MODE FUNCTIONS CHARACTERISTIC
OF THE TRANSVERSE FORM OF THE DESIRED MODE IN THE J TH GUIDE
For TE mn modes in rectangular g u b d e : / 2 /
where:

Ey- p^j\ SIN KX K cos Ky y
jka-& COS*,* S/A/KjJ/-/„ =
Hz * C05 /<x X COi /<y /
k.- rrn'V Kv-"
mOT
The plus and minus superscript indicate plus and minus
traveling waves, a j and bj a r e » respectively, the complex
amplitudes of the electric field in the incident and
reflected wave components of the desired mode field at
TER MINAL T,. SlNCET AND*/ ARE BASIS VECTORS, ANY
•f*»>
;
A»» / T iVv» fY\
SOLUTION TO THE FIELD EQUATIONS IN RECTANGULAR GUIDE MAY
BE REPRESENTED BY SUITABLE FOURIER METHODS.
The fundamental existence theorem /l/ applicable to
THE SCATTERING FORMULATION OF A FIELD PROBLEM STATES THAT
THE AMPLITUDES OF THE SCATTERED WAVES AT THE VARIOUS
TERMINALS ARE UNIQUELY RELATED TO THE AMPLITUDES OF THE
INCIDENT WAVES THEREON, In THE CASE OF LINEAR OBSTACLES,
THE AMPLITUDES OF THE REFLECTED WAVES SET UP AT THE TERMINAL

PLANES T^j, . „ . Tj BY A SINGLE INCIDENT WAVE A^ AT T^, OR
A 2 at T 2 , > • . » nc, are:
Bi = SnAi Bi = S i2 A 2 Bi = SijAj
B2 = $21 A 1 B 2 = ^22 A 2 B 2 = S 2j Aj
Bj = $jl A l S.,,A2*2 SjjAj
By superposition the amplitudes of the scattered waves
resulting from the simultaneous incidence of waves of
AMPLITUDES Aj_, . . „ A j ARES
B l = S 11 A 1* S 12 A 2 • • "t SU A J
B2 S21A1+ S22A2 . • +• S2jAj
B J = S Jl A l + S J2 A 2 -»- S JJ A J
where the scattering coefficient s jr is a measure of the
amplitude and phase of the wave scattered into the j™
guide by a wave of unit amplitude incident into the k th
guide. Note therefore that Sjj represents the reflection
coefficient at the terminal tj when all other terminals are
matched. In matrix form the scattering properties of a
waveguide structure are expressed by the array of






It can be shown /l/ THAT the scattering matrix is symmet-







S S * £
/Tto r^
For a four terminal junction it has been shown by
w. ho kummer /3/ that the following relations hold'.
S 13 = S 14 " S 23 = S 24» S 12 si- S ll9 S^ = S 2 2°
Applying these relationships and the reciprocity relations
to the scattering matrix for a four terminal mode trans-
ducer IT CAN BE SEEN THAT ONLY THREE SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS
ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETELY SPECIFY THE SCATTERING MATRIX,
—>- $11 » S22
> S 33 = S 44
"* S 13 - S 31 = S 14 = S 41 = S 23 = S 32
S 12 = 1 " S ll = S 21
S 34 - 1 ~ $33 = S 43
'24 r S42

The scattering coefficients of an ideal mcoe transducer
WOULD BE
Sl2 s S 2 1 s $34 s $43
s« s 5l3 r S 14 s
s 22 = S 23
- S 24 =
S31 r S 3 2 = ^33 2
S 41 s S 42 a S44 £
* 1
BE
The scattering matrix of an ideal mode transducer would

3. Design of the Mode Transducer
The transition from the T t' i q mode in the multimode guide
to the t£ 1q mode single mode guide is a relatively simple
matter. Since the field configuration is the same in both
guides the problem is almost equivalent to that of provid-
ing a re flec t i onle ss junction between two transmission lines
of different characteristic impedance, a quarter wave
matching section is a common method of providing a reflec"
tionless junction but it has the disadvantage of being
FREQUENCY SENSITIVE. In ORDER TO ALLOW OPERATION OVER A
BROAD BAND OF FREQUENCIES THE IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMATION WAS
MADE BY MEANS OF AN INTERMEDIATE SECTION IN WHICH A GRADUAL
CHANGE FROM THE DIMENSIONS OF ONE GUIDE TO THOSE OF THE
OTHER TAKES PLACE (SEE FIGURE 3 ) « PROVIDED THIS TAPERED
SECTION IS AT LEAST A FEW WAVELENGTHS LONG THERE WILL BE
VERY LITTLE REFLECTION OVER A WIDE FREQUENCY BAND. SlNCE
THE DIMENSIONS OF THE SINGLE MODE GUIDE ARE SUCH THAT THE
TE20 MODE CANNOT PROPAGATE FREELY, ANY TE 2 ENERGY INCIDENT
WILL SEE A REACTIVE TERMINATION AND WILL BE ATTENUATED
RAPIDLY IN THE SINGLE MODE GUIDE.
S 1 ngle Mode Gu » de MULTBMODE GUIDE
F 8 GURE 3
10

The iranji i ion from I go IIN MtJLT1MOa£ guide to TE 10
IN SINGLE. MODE GUIDE CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN VARIOUS WAYS / 2 /
THE METHOD USED WAS CHOSEN BECAUSE "MODE PUKITY", THAT OS,
THE FREEDOM OF EXCITATION OF THE UNDESIRED T E 1 Q MODE,
DEPENDS ON PHYSICAL SYMMETRY ONLY, AND IS, IDEALLY* NOT A
FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY. FIGURE 4 SHOWS HOW THIS WAS
ACCOMPLISHED. THE SEPTUM AT A DIVIDES THE FIELDS MIDWAY
ACROSS THE MUlTIMOOE GUIDE AND THEY PROPAGATE AS T E 1 q in
ARMS B AND C. AS SHOWN BY THE E FIELO VECTORS, TE 2
INCIDENT UPON THE JUNCTION BECOMES TE^q WITH IDENTICAL
AMPLITUDES IN EACH ARM BUT 180° OUT OF PHASE. THE 90°
TWISTS, CLOCKWISE IN ONE ARM AND COUNTERCLOCKWISE IN THE
OTHER, GIVE A NET 180° ROTATION BETWEEN THE TWO ARMS BRING-
ING THE E FIELDS BACK IN PHASE AT JUNCTION D WHERE THEY ADD
AND EMERGE AT E AS A TEjq FIELD IN SIN'iLE MODE WAVEGUIDE.
Most of the T E j. o incident at the multbmode port is shorted
8y the septum at a but the remainder becomes te^q but with
the same phase in each arm. after being rotated at b and c
the net result is a 180° phase difference between the
fields and complete cancellation at the junction d. if
the cross section of the guide is changed slowly and
uniformly over a distance of several wave lengths the
tego incident at the multimooe port will be transformed
into telo in the single mode guide with little reflection.
The degree of mode purity that can be obtaineo depends
upon how closely the electrical lengths of the two arms




F I GURE 4
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JUNCTION Do If thus transducer coulo be constructed with
MIRROR SYMMETRY ABOUT THE CENTER LINE COMPLETE ISOLATION
BETWEEN THE TE^Q AND T£ 2 g MODES WOULD BE OBTAINED AND,
FURTHER, THIS ISOLATION WOULD BE FREQUENCE INDEPENDENT.
13

4. construction of the m d e transducer
The design principles just described were applied to
the constructbon of a transducer for separating the te£0
and te 1q in mult1m0de guide ano transforming them to single
mode guide. slnce both of the methods used to transform
the fields required access to the full width of the multi-
mode guide, another septum was introduced splitting the
narrow dimension of the guide. and consequently dividing






The lower section of the guide tapered uniformly into a
cross section of single mode dimensions thereby forming the
TE 1Q port. The upper section of the multomode guide was
14

BIFURCATED AND IH; CROSS SECTIONS OF EACH ARM TAPERED TO
CONFORM TO THE DIMENSIONS OF X BAND S J N G L E MODE GUIDE,
AT THESE POINTS TWO PIECES OF WAVEGUIDE, WITH OPPOSIU
90° TWISTS, WERE ATTACHED, AFTER THE TWISTS THE GUIDES
CAME TOGETHER AGAIN IN A TAPERED E PLANE Y JUNCTION THAT
ENDED UN A STANDARD X BAND WAVEGUIDE FLANGE FORMING THE
TE^q port. At the £ plane Y junction a sendable septum
extending into the common arm was provided to allow for
adjusting the division of the f field at that poim.
Details of the construction can be seen in Figures 6 , 7
»
and 8„ The three pieces in Figure 6 were milled out of
brass stock. The twists in Figure 7 were fabricated from
standard rg58 x band waveguide and the y junction was
made by sandwiching together two beveled sections of wave-
guide and a sheet brass septum.
15







FOR T E20 PORT
















Flange Bolts to Brass







F I SURE 8
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5c Measuhiko the Characteristics the Mode Transducer
A ratic bridge; was adapted* as shown in Figuke 9 „ TO
MEASURE THE SWR AT THE TE2O AND ^^10 SINGLE MODE PORTS AND
ALSO TO MEASURE THE ISOLAI ION BETWEEN T H £ M „ T H 3 S- DATA
COULD THEN BE USED TO FIND THE AMPLITUDES OF THE SCATTER-
8 KG COEFFICIENTS. (DETAILS OF THE MEASUREMENT BRIDGE ARE
covered in Footnote 1 e ) > * h approximately two watts
available from the klystron amplff (er the maximum sensitiv-
ity allowed measuring power ratios up to 7 db,
hen the isolation between modes was first measured it
was found to be on the order of 20 d b * thss was consider-
ably worse than the existing mode transducers that were in
use and which had an isolation of about 45 db„ adjustment
of the septum at the y junction improved isolation some-
what but the man cause of the cross-coupling between modes
was the difference in electrical lengths of the twisted
waveguide sections, in oroer to determine the potential
mode separation p0ssi8le with this type of mode transducer
without requiring the machine shop to build an 1£££11
£
& ll£
symmetrical device, one of the twisted sections was tuned
to the same electrical length as the other by squeezing the
broad faces of the waveguide together slightly. t h 9 s
adjustment in conjunction with the septum adjustment reduced
the cross- coupling between modes to an immeasurable a mo un to
Although excellent isolation was obtained at the frequency
at which the adjustments were made (9 a 375 kmc) the band"
19

WIDTH WAS REDIK THE PHASE VS. FREQUENCY
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWISTED S E C T 8 N S WERE NOW QUITE
DIFFERENT.
The reflected power at the T E i o and ^20 single mode
PORTS CORRESPONDING TO 03 anu i o
^
Figure 10. The coupling between the TE^q and TE20 single
MODE PORTS CORRESPONDING TO S^ 3 J IS SHOWN UN FIGURE 11.
Figures 12 and 13 show the S W R and isolation for the mode
TRANSDUCER PREVIOUSLY EMPLOYED. THE MULT I MODE PORT WAS
























































































































e .5 9.0 10.0
Reflected power at T E i q single mode port
IN DB BELOW INCIDENT POWER V5. FREQUENCY
8 .5 9 o 9.5 10.0
Reflected power at TE 2 o single mode port
































10.0 IT! 5 KMC
Isolation between TEj^q and TE 2 o sjngle























9,0 9.5 10*. 10.5 KMC
Reflected power at T F.
^ q single mode port










8.5 TTo" 9.5 io Co
Reflected power at T E 2 q single mode port

















. 5 9^0 9,5 TT 10 :.5 KMC
Isolation between TE- and TE 2 q single
MOOE WAVEGUIDE PORTS VS. FREQUENCY




6. Re com mended Modif i ns to Improve Performance
The primary cause of the high SW R us the reactive load
SEEN BY (A) THE T E £ Q M0 'jE INCIDENT UPON THE PORTION OF THE
TRANSDUCER DESIGNED TO COUPLE OUT THE T E £ » AND ( 8 ) THE
TL^o INCIDENT UPON THE PORTION OF THE TRANSDUCER DESIGNED
TO COUPLE OUT THE T E 2 • T H 8 S PROBLEM CAN BE REDUCED BY
EXTENDING THE SEPTUM DIVIDING THE MULTIMODE GUIDE AND
INTRODUCING A RESISTIVE E FIELD VANE IN THE CENTER OF THE
SECTION THROUGH WHICH THE T E £ M D E SHOULD PROPAGATE AND
SIMILARLY INTRODUCE A RESISTIVE SLOT IN THE CENTER OF THE
SECTION THROUGH WHICH THE TE^q MODE SHOULD PROPAGATE .
These resistive loads would selectively absorb the rejected
mode in each arm of the mode transducer eliminating the
reactive terminations as a cause of reflection. these
modifications would also improve the isolation since the
unoesired mode would ue largely attenuated before reaching
the region in which 1)1 is normally cancelled out, although
this would mean a 3 db loss in coupling out each of the
modes, it wuulo not create any problems when used with the




While the performance of the mode transducer was
adequate for use at a single frequency in the multimode
measurement bridge, the full realization of the bandwidth
capabilities inherent in this design will require adherence
to extremely close manufacturing tolerances. for example,
at 9.375 kmc five thousandths of an inch in the x band
guide corresponds to one degree of phase shift. the
difference in phase shift between the two halves of the
mode transducer should be held to a fraction of a degree.
Although the reflection coefficients were small enough
so that slide screw tuners could be used to achieve a match,
a marked improvement in the s vv r should result from the
modifications described in section 6.
This method of mode conversion is capable of attaining
excellent isolation and a low swr over a broad frequency
range providing that the stri3ent requirements on physical
symmetry can be met.
27
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